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During the past several years, the Corona Guitar Kvartet (CGK) has specialized in forging personal
relationships with composers of varying styles, and of performing their works. The selections on
this, their sixth CD, reflects the diversity of contemporary music styles performed by the CGK. Most
of the music on this CD was written especially for the CGK by composers taken with the quartet’s
openness to differing musical visions, its willingness to play composers whose music its members
admire, even if they are not well-known, and its dedication to understanding each work on its own
terms. These composers came in contact with the quartet’s through their preparations for various
concert tours.

I still remember the day that I met the members of the CGK. It was October 9, 2004 at their concert
at the Scandinavia House in New York City. Several months earlier the guitarist Volkmar Zimmermann had put out a call for guitar quartets for CGK’s upcoming tour to the U.S. I rarely respond to
these calls, but I did have an early guitar trio that I wanted to have performed again, so I answered
his call. He was firm in his reply that CGK wouldn’t perform a trio in the midst a quartet concert, but
suggested that I write a quartet for the CGK. I didn’t really want to do so, but I was curious, so I went
to the concert. I was inspired. They played on a level that I have rarely heard in live concert. The

quartet members were both technically perfect and yet put feeling into their playing. They profoundly
understood all the music that they performed, and even got me interested in re-hearing music that
would not have caught my attention in the past. Their dedication and adventurousness in programming were apparent. By the end of after-concert drinks, I was committed.
Thus began a long and wonderful collaboration and friendship, leading to the composition of Pregnant Pauses – my guitar quartet – and then an entire CD (Transatlantic Tales TROY 1250) of my work
with members of the group. As a composer, I found it a joy to work with this group. As a listener, I am
thrilled to join all of you in once again hearing music that showcases so many aspects of four guitars
that sound as a single entity.

Faye-Ellen Silverman
New York City, October 2014
Dr. Faye-Ellen Silverman is a Part-time Associate Professor
at Mannes College The New School for Music. www.fayeellensilverman.com

Filibuster was written for Volkmar Zimmermann and the Corona Guitar Kvartet. At

the time I wrote the piece I had not met Mr. Zimmermann; however I was quite aware of the virtuosic
abilities of the quartet. I therefore felt emboldened to write a piece that would be challenging and
approach the quartet in a unique manner with its tightly synchronized gestures passed from one
guitar to another and demanding guitar technique.
It clearly is one of my hyper-connective pieces that reflect a connection that is so intertwined, it is at
the border that exists right before chaos (i.e. one error in judgment can cause a series of mistakes
leading to a catastrophe). Eventually I was able to meet the members of the quartet in person as I
was part of a group of universities that brought the quartet to the US. They performed Filibuster and
did a marvelous master class with the composition students at Birmingham-Southern College. It also
was one of the pieces I submitted in my successful Rome Prize application so it was fitting that the
next time Volkmar and I met up was while I was living in Rome.
I greatly respect the artistry Volkmar and the quartet bring to performing my music and I continue to
write for them and know we will have many more collaborations in the future.

		

Charles Norman Mason

Dr. Charles Norman Mason is Associate Professor of Composition at the University of Miami’s
Frost School of Music and director of the Electronic Music studio. www.charlesnormanmason.com

Quartet for Guitars Though my Quartet for Guitar has been
something of a staple in the new music world for over 30 years; this is its premiere recording. The
reason is simple: it’s a challenging work. Only dedicated virtuosi can do it justice – musicians who
have lived with the music, and know it intimately. Corona is that ensemble! I am very grateful to
them.

As I wrote this piece, I was inspired by what I see as the most important idea ever expressed about
the arts, Eli Siegel’s historic statement: “All beauty is a making one of opposites, and the making one
of opposites is what we are going after in ourselves.” In the Quartet, I wanted to bring together the
opposites of energy and thoughtfulness: the desire every person has for ebullience and our equally
great need to be as deep, careful, and accurate as we can be. To express this matter dramatically, I
came up with a three-movement design: a vigorous sonata-allegro, with sudden stops and starts; a
free fantasia dealing with such difficult emotions as brooding and anger; and finally a rondo – cheerful, like the opening movement, but deeper and more lyrical.
Though dissonance is present liberally throughout the Quartet, it also has a clear tonal design. Movement 1 begins and ends in B major; the second movement opens and closes in E-flat minor; and the
third has D major for its start and finish.

Edward Green
Dr. Edward Green has been a professor at Manhattan School of Music since 1984, and is also on the
faculty of the Aesthetic Realism Foundation. www.edgreenmusic.org

Taut was written in the summer of 2003 for the Corona Guitar Kvartet. I had Corona’s
second CD, Northpoints, and so I knew that Corona could play anything I wrote, which is a
great, rare freedom for a composer. There are a number of technical challenges in the work,
such as extended periods of harmonics, in addition to the ensemble challenges of counting
and staying unified. The music is both delicate and brutal.

While I wrote this piece, I was emotionally in a high state of stress, because my mother was
fighting cancer over a long, drawn-out period. Taut was one of several works I wrote during
this time to work through my challenges, one of which was being in a different city from my
mother. The numerical proportions and pitch materials come from her phone number, a long
distance number that I had to call often during that time, and which always resulted in a
difficult, draining conversation. The official program notes are as follows: Taut, adj. 1. Tightly
drawn, as in a rope. 2. Emotionally tense. Taut for guitar quartet takes its inspiration from the
physical way that the strings are drawn across the bodies of the four instruments.
Taut manifests this physical tension through very tight ensemble playing and heightened
emotional states. Taut also attempts to tightly draw in the listener through a number of musical devices including abrupt formal shifts, repetition, and timbral effects. Taut is very tightly
organized, spun out from four related rhythmic/harmonic motives presented at the outset
of the work. This unison idea is worked out four times into different types of polyphony/heterophony: first scales, then heterophony, then harmonics, and finally rasgueado chords.

Dorothy Hindman
Dr. Dorothy Hindman is Assistant Professor of Composition at
the Frost School of Music, University of Miami. www.dorothyhindman.org

Cori Battenti When the composer Ada Gentile suggested that I write a

piece for guitar quartet during the summer of 2006 for a premiere the following year, I was happy
that it would be played by the CGK, as I knew their reputation. I chose to create a work without
electronics but using two guitars with normal tuning and two guitars tuned down a quarter tone.
Furthermore, I thought of the quartet not as four separate instruments but as one sound source that
often changes timbre – alternating very soft sonorities with harmonic blocks that are dense and
intense. When we met in Rome to prepare the performance, the CGK had assimilated my piece so
well, playing it already as “one guitarist with eight hands,” that I had only to sit and listen in silence.
For the listener, the title Cori Battenti is a key to the piece. It indicates the imitation and dialogue of
the polyphony of the Venetian choirs from 1500–1600. It also evokes the rhythmic heartbeat needed
for life and it represents, of course, the acoustic source of the beat arising from the different tunings
of the strings of the two guitars. The CGK perfectly interprets the musical thinking of Cori Battenti,
as their playing shows that the instrumental quartet is not merely the sum of its parts, but a sound
“alchemy” – a united and inextricable whole.

					

Franco Sbacco

Franco Sbacco holds the Chair of Harmony and Analysis at the State Conservatory of Music
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Álftanes I hesitated when Volkmar invited me to write a piece for the Corona Guitar

Kvartet. Over the years I’d written quite a lot of material for electric guitar quartet, but none for
acoustic guitars, and the obvious difference between the classical guitar quartet and other instrumental quartets like strings and saxophones – namely that the instruments are all in the same register – bothered me. With electric guitars I had a range of electronic effects that could be added and
factored into the composition. The classical guitar quartet, on the other hand, didn’t seem to hold the
same kind of possibilities; the few pieces I’d heard tended to sound rather similar to each other.
I continued to ponder this problem without really getting anywhere until the following summer, when
I stayed with friends in Álftanes, near Reykjavik, in Iceland. In the mornings I would take a bike and
go bird-watching along the shore or at Bessastaðatjörn, seeing red-necked phalaropes for the first
time and relishing the peace and sense of wonder inspired by subtle rhythms of wind and water,
hypnotic patterns and endless variations punctuated by bird-calls and the odd rattle of stones. This
contrast between stasis (what doesn’t change) and movement (what does) turned the limitations
that I had perceived – maybe because I had spent so long with guitars that I was jaded – into an
advantage.
I started to like the instrument again, and Álftanes was completed in no time at all. Shortly afterwards, inspired by the experience, I began work on my first record of acoustic guitar solos.

Fred Frith
Fred Frith currently teaches in the Music Department at Mills College in Oakland, California
and in the Musik Akademie in Basel, Switzerland. www.fredfrith.com
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two guitars tuned down a quarter tone. All the selections on this CD are world premiere recordings
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*) Commissioned by Corona Guitar Kvartet. 1) For terz guitar and 3 guitars. 2) For two guitars with normal tuning and

